UGZAR PROJECT
MAPS
LIMITS OF THE CONCESSION AREA

WESTERN: MERIDIEN 43° 40'
NORTHERN AND EASTERN: MOUNTAIN RANGES
SOUTHERN: BASTORA ÇAL VALLEY
WORK PERMIT AREA: 3000 km²

AREA TOWARDS SOUTH IS SURVEYED
BY THE ERBIL PLAIN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

AREA TOWARDS WEST IS SURVEYED
BY THE LAND OF NINIVEH REGIONAL PROJECT

ALL THREE FIELD PROJECTS ARE COORDINATED IN THE FRAMEWORK
OF THE ASSYRIAN LANDSCAPE RESEARCH GROUP
SECTORS PRESENT ON THE MAP
SECTORS OUT OF THE CONCESSION

MAP 1
AKRÉ REGION

MAP 2
AKRÉ & HEŮLrü REGIONS

MAP 3
AKRÉ & HEŮLrü REGIONS

MAP 4
AKRÉ & HEŮLrü REGIONS

MAP 5
SORAN REGION

MAP 6
SORAN & HEŮLrü REGIONS
UPPER GREATER ZAB ARCHaeologiCAL RECONNAISSANCE
MAP BY XosHA KOLNSKA
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